Each kit includes:

- Two-piece 78” aluminum center pole
- Collapsible metal base for floor display
- “C” Clamp for tabletop mounting
- Two pole clips to hold vertical sign panels
- Nylon carrying bag

Optional Header Signs with their special mounting bracket, vertical sign panels, and literature holders are sold separately.

SignUP+

Get your messages “above the heads” with our multipurpose SignUP+ display system.

Perfect for registration areas, as a directional, or an information center.

Sets up in seconds as either a stand-alone floor display or clamped to a tabletop.

Available in three sizes, Header Signs are displayed 78” off the floor.

Add a SMARTlens® to your Header Signs to change messages in seconds.

Attach other options for added information or branding.

This light, portable stand offers new ways to communicate with your attendees.